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A historical
perspective
First there was Countess
Matilda of Tuscany, followed by
Cassandra-Felice, then on English
shore there were Queen ~leanor
and Anne, Countess of Pembroke,
but by 1376, such women were
outlawed, not to be heard from
professionally for some time.
Who were these characters?
Hardly fictional. Countess
Matilda, in 1100, established the
chair of jurisprudence at the University of Bologna, where other
women studied law and received
recognition. Cassandra Felice, in
the 15th century, received doctor
of laws degree at age 21, and
became dean of jurisprudence in
Padua.
On the English front we had
Queen Elizabeth, custodian of the
seals, and presiding over the chief
court of England in early Norman
times. And _Ann, was sheriff of
Westflloreland.

Where Has Ill Tha Pawar Gana?
But in 1376, Parliament made
thei move, forbidding women to
:>ractice law or sue in court by
way of maintenance or reward.
In the United States prerevolutionary days, there were no
law schools, and the legal profession was a poor paying job, one
of little influence. The profession
was reserved for the good writers
and arguers who were often
traders, but mostly land owners.
Both men and women went about
the practice of law.
Under this system, the first
practicing female attorney was
Margaret Brent, of the Maryland
Colony. She acted as executrix of
the estate of Leonard Calvert, first
governor of Maryland, and regarded by the courts as his attorney.
In 1647 she could be heard at
political meetings, insisting upon
her right to participate in a General Assembly, which were the
sole courts of law for the colonies.
Her greatest credential for being
able to practice law? She was a
property owner, which very, very,
few women had the opportunity
to be in 1647.

Salary langa af
'78 Grads
AUSTIN' Texas--The salaries
being offered to 197 8 law school
graduates range from a high of
$29,000 offered by a large corporation in New York City to a low
of $8,000 offered by small firms
in Buffalo and Ithaca, New York
These figures come from a survey of legal employers conducted
by member law schools of the
National Association of Law
Placement (NALP), under the
direction of Dr. Nick LaPlaca at
the McGeorge School of Law.
The starting slaries offered by
private firms, corporations, and
state and local government
agenices in more than 70 cites
across the nation were sampled
during August 1977. The survey
included a sampling of small cities
as well as major metropolitan
areas.
The Midwest offered the highest salaries of any region in the
country, ranging from $9,500 to
$24,000. In the Far West, salaries
ranged from $8,500 to $22,000,
in the Southwest from $8,600 to
$23,500, in the Southeast from
$8,500 to $22,800, and in the
Northeast from $8,00 to $21,000.
New York City ($29,000) and
Washington, D.C. ($25,000), offer
the highest salaries in the country.
These salaries are mentioned separately because they are not representative of the Northeast
region as a whole.
In each area, the range of corporation salaries generally starts
several thousand dollars above the
lowest salaries offered by the
small firms, and in some areas
goes higher than the top salaries
offered by the large firms.
The go vern men t salaries
sampled range from $8,600 in El
Paso to $20,400 in Bakersfield,
California. Most of the salaries fall
into the middle of this range, and
are comparable to the salaries
offered by small and medium
sized firms. The salaries offterd by
state and local governments in
most cases are lower than the
salaries offered to beginning attorneys by the Federal government:
$15,096 at the GS-9 level or
$18,258 at GS-ll.
'

In the smallest towns sampled-Bakersfield, CA; Corvallis, OR;
Midland, MI; Ithaca, NY; the Rio
Grande Valley in Texas; Gainesville, FL; and Carlisle, PA--the
average salary was about the same,
around $12,000. The highest offered was in the Rio Grande Valley,
$15,000 and the lowest, $8,000, in
Ithaca.
In general, firms of the same
size have similar salaries regardless
of the size of the city in which
they are located. Thirteen
thousand is an average salary
offered by firms of less than lO
attorneys, and fifteen thousand is
commo'n in firms with ll-40 attorneys. It is the firms of 40 or more
attorneys who offer the highest
salaries. These salaries average
about $19,000 in most of the Large
cities, except for New York City.
~ge firms there average more
than $25,000.
These top salaries in the large
firms and corporations get the
most attention, and many surveys,
including the NALP statistics for
1976, paint much too optimistic a
picture of what the average law
school graduate can expect by
featuring these salaries and
neglecting those offered by smaller firms, corporations, and government agencies, particularly since
they employ the majority of law
graduates. The 1977 NALP survey
categorizes the size of the smallest, medium, and largest firms in
each city surveyed, and gives the
median salary offered im each
category.
The top salaries have risen
about $1,500 in most cities since
197 6. Comparison of low salaries
with previous years is difficult
since the 1977 NALP survey is one
of the first to adequately sample
the small firms and government
agencies. It appears that the
bottom salaries have remained
about the same for the last 2 or 3
years. If this is true, the effect of
inflation on such salaries means
that prospects for some young
attorneys are gloomier than for
their predecessors.
Copies of the NALP report
are availablefromDr. Nick LaPlaca,
320 Fifth Avenue, Sacramento,
CA 95817 for $10.00.

In the latter part of the
eighteenth century, "the American
legal systems became more organized. Compulsory apprenticeships
coupled with formal examinations
were increasingly instituted. The
apprenticed lawyers began to take
over litigation, and women attorneys seem to have disappeared for
nearly a century. The formalized
apprenticeships eventually led to
established private law schools,
often as outgrowths of the
night offices of practitioners.
Such formalized schools gave
preferential treatment to college
graduates, making it even more
difficult for women to attempt to
enter the profession as there were
no women college graduates. It
was not until 1833 that the first
college, Oberlin, admitted women
To compound the problem, private law schools began to affiliate
with American colleges as they
were the only institutions that
could grant degrees. Thus, wornens' disappearance from law coincided with the symbiotic growth
of formal legal education and legal
profession as a powerful ruling
class in the United States.

As the formallzat10n grew, the
profession became more regulated. Admission to practice law was
determined by statute and by the
courts, effectively excluding women from such practice. This procedure continued until the 20th century, when such organizations as
the Bar Association of the City of
New York finally decided to admit women in 1937.
Probably the most notorious
woman attorney in America was
Myra Bradwell. In 1869, she successfully passed a most creditable
examination but was denied admission to the bar by the Supreme
Court of illinois on the ground
that she was a married women
her married status being a disabili:
ty. Brad,ell y Illjpojs 83 U.S.
Reports
0872). Convinced
that the real reason had not been
given, Bradwell filed an additional
brief in forceful opposition, thus
compelling the court to articulate
the true reason. The court then
delivered its opinion in which it
refused to admit Bradwell on the
ground that she was a woman. She
took her case to the U.S. Supreme
Court, which affirmed the judgment of the Illinois Supreme
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Court. B~adw~! supra, on the
ground t at t e practice of law
was not a right protected by the
Constitution, and that a state
court could not construe whether
a woman was entitled to practice
law in the state. (The opinion is a
trip! Worthy of reading).
Bradwell did not give up. She
went back to Illinois and continued her fight, only to succeed in
getting the Illinois Legislature to
enact a statute grantmg to all
persons, regardless of sex, the
freedom to select an occupation
or profession. Twenty years later,
the judges of illinois' Supreme
Court directed that a license to
practice law be issued Myra Bradwell, anc in 1892 she was admitted
to practice before the Supreme
Court of the United States. She
continued her activism, drafting
and procuring passage of a law
establishing a married woman's
right to her own earnings, and
statutes guaranteemg a widow or
widower a share in the deceased
spouse's estate.
And to ·think some of us still
don't think that both men and
women need the Equal Rights
Amendment.
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On Death
UDying

By Kathy Kubiak

On November 29, 1977, Dennis
J. Horan, Esquire, spoke to the
Valpariaiso Law school on the
topic "Euthanasia: Should It Be
Legalized? "
Mr. Horan , a lecturer at the
University of Chicago Law
School, is a nationally-known
scholar in the field of death and
dying. Topics discussed by Mr.
Huran included death as a treatment of choice for defective newborn children, the liability of hospital and/or physician in cases
where death is used as the treatment of choice, and the concept
of living will legislation. A brief
discourse on brain death followed.
A not-so-new problem, gaining
legal concern is the killing of newborn children because of serious
birth defects. An article in the
New England Medical Journal
cites some 420 cases in which
infants with multiple birth defects
were systematically starved to
death, and procedures (such as
intravenous feeding) which would
have sustained life, were not employed.
The legal loophole through
which liability is genenerally escaped in such situations is twofold. 1) Current law says that
hospitals may refuse such treatment
to defective children as
being extraordinary, as it unnecessarily prolongs life, and 2)
Parents of such defective children
may refuse to have such treatments performed on a seriously
defective child. In cases of this
genre, the liability of hospitals
aridtor physicians is so undefined
as to have apparently staved off
attorneys; at this time, there is no
case law on the subject, and no
pending cases.
The second topic discussed was
the so-called "Living Will" legislation, which has been arising

chielfy in Caligornia. Living will
legislation simply gives a choice to
a potentially dying person, (each
and every one of us) to refuse to
have his life prolonged by lifesustaining machines So far, poor
legislation of this issue has resulted in confusing litigation. Mr.
Horan's position of the necessity
of such legislation is that the
family physician should be able to
handle the problem of life being
maintained mechanically by working with the wishes of both the
patient and the family members.
Brain death, as a means of determining death, was discussed
using the infamous Karen Quinlan
case as illustration. Brain death is
usually defined as irreversible and
total cessation of brain function,
generally in terms of death of the
cortex, which sufficiently ends rational lfe. The Quinlan case featured continued function of the
brain stem and cortex, which
created the controversy about
whether to maintain lifesustaining mechanical procedures.
Euthanasia, and the question of
possible legalization, is strongly
objected to by Mr. Horan
.According to Mr. Horan, the legalization of euthanasia would be
analagous to releasing the proverbial bull in a china shop; there
would be no way to successfullly
control its spread and possible
abuse.
As his closing statement, Mr.
Horan pointed out again the
essential problem with the idea of
legalizing euthanasia, stating,
"Our society makes certain
promises to each of its members,
one of which is that we will not
kill each other."
A brief reception was hosted by
the SBA immediately following
the lecture.

PARTY!!

On Friday, Jan. 27th , SBA is
sponsering a "Close Encounter of
the 4th Kind." This is an excellent
opportunity to become "spaced
out" between 9:00 p.m. and 1
a.m. (pardon the pun) The festivities will be at a classier place than
usual. "The Court" restaraunt
across from the Courthouse downtown. Admission is 50 cents per
person, not a price to break anyone's piggybank. So forget about
school for awhile and come party.

DTP
DTP held their election for new
officers on Jan. 18th. This year's
new leaders are: DEAN: Randy
Huizinga; VICE DEAN: Chuck
MacKinnon; SECT.: Jim Meyers
CLERK OF THE EXCHEQUER
(Treas.): George Burgasser:
TRIBUNE: Paul Stanko•;
MASTER OF RITUAL: Shelli
Wright; BAILIFF: Bob Schafis.
Ex-officios are: John Tasker
George Burgasser, Jim Meyers:
Jim Stand, Scott Roakely, John
Smith, and Steve Dziki.
At the next meeting the Fraternity will discuss the upcoming
liquor raffle and annual Facuity
Roast. The Frat is still very interested in new members for this
semester. Anyone interested
should see Randy Huizinga or Jim
Meyers.

Lockers

Available
Thanks to the efforts of Gene
Schoon, and others, the new
lockers have finally been set up.
They are located downstairs in
the Law Review corrider. AnyonE: interested in using one of
thn· • n:=~tn1n~ 1 0Ckf·rs should see
Geo. ge BLu.gasser or Jill Olsen.
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Library
In recent weeks t.he library has
become a topic of criticism among
many students of the law school.
Having been privy to several conversations of that tenor I can say
that the chief complaints are the
new secuirity locks, the amount
of seating space available for
studying in the library, and the
times that the library is open to
the students.
Perhaps it is time that the student body as a whole take a
stance with respect to the operation of the library. I have never
really considered myself a student
activist, but even I don't think
that such an opportunity should
be allowed to escape our grasp. I
am speaking not about the locks
on the doors, not about the availability of space, and not about the
library schedule. Rather, I do
speak about the use ("abuse"
might be a more appropnate
word) of the library, its books and
its facilities.
On any given day of the week a
short walk through the library will
reveal discarded pieces of paper,
old dried-up pens, and some
empty paper cups strewn about.

Hassles

More disgusting to the sight of
some of us is the number of books
stacked on tables, left in the
carrels, and piled on to the carts.
These books have been abandoned
by the students, and left behind
despite several signs which reguest
that the books be reshelved by the
users. The reasonable person observing such a sight might well
infer one of three things: there are
at least some students im this
school who cannot read: there are
at least a number of students who
are inherently lazy: or there are a
number of students who are very
diligent in their studies and work
very hard to learn the law. Most
certainly it cannot be denied that
the latter is true. However, I submit that the reason why the
library is in the current state of
affairs is not because of diligence
or hard work. Quite the opposite,
I contend that it is because some
students do not make the extra
eff9rt to go a few steps further
and do just a little housekeeping.
It really doesn't take much effort
if each student takes care of his
own materials and books.

GUEST EDI'l'ORIAL

It is not my intention to
make a federal case out of this
matter. However, I do believe
there is a very small (emphasts on
"small") number of students
whose inconsideration, irresponsiblity, and lack of self-discipline
often make the lives of other students more difficult than need be.
It should stand to reason that if
someone is capable of locating a
book on a shelf in this library that
same person is equally capable of
returning the book to the proper
shelf.
All of the areas of student criticism that I mentioned at the
outset may indeed by out of the
immediate control of the student
body. Right or wrong, good or
bad, they are administrative
policies that do, in minor ways,
shape our student life. On the
other hand, the physical condition
of the library, its facilities and its
books are almost solely within the
province of the student body.
There is no one limiting our activities in this area. A concerted
effort on the part of everyone to
alleviate these shortcomings
should not only result in better
use and organization of our
library.,

Letters to the Editor
Bitch., Bitch'> Bitch
POTTER

v

Dear Frends.

POTTER

)

Dear Editors,
I have just finished reading the
latest issue of the Forum, and feel
compelled to express myout.ra~e!
The four "articles" on Mr.
Potter were the worst examples of
irresponsible,, yellow journalism I
have ever seen. Certainly your
duty could have been fulfilled by
printing one expression of
opinion.
A law school newspaper is the
last place one would expect to see
persecution and dredicule. Where
is your sense of "fair play" and
justice?
Please prove my opinion of you
wrong, and publically apologize!
That is the only way you will
regain any credibility.
Marsha
Student.

Schatz--

1st.

****

Year

public apology? Absolutely
not! This newspaper, like any
other, operates under the 1st.
Amendment concept of Freedom
of Speech. We will not turn away
from any issue that is of concern
to our readers. To do so would be
a denial of our responsibilities as
Editors of this paper. Remember,
Ms. Schatz, that your fellow
students submitted those articles
and requested their printing. Are
they to be categorically denied
the opportunity to express their
opinions?· We think not As for
doing our "duty '· by l'nnting
only one expression of
opinion, if this paper intended to
function in such a manner we
would transport the entire staff~
and equipment to either Uganda
or the People's Republic of China.
--The EditorsA

"Its only human when we learn
to respect our fellow human."
Please permit me to respond to
the articles about Prof. Potter.
These articles were supposedly
written by first and third year
students, respectively.
my learned friends failed to get
their points across in these articles. There was absolutely no valid
comment nor intelligent statements made by my learned
friends. It was disturbing to see
such poppycock in our school's
news paper. There was no reason
to· give publicity to my learned
friends opinions, since they attempted to act as professionals. It
would be hazardous if we should
allow such refractory opinions to
go unquestioned. My learned
friends have no knowledge of the
profession, yet they claim to be
experts. Their frivolous attitude
was furthur augmented when they
attempted to advise Prof. Potter
about something that they do not
know.
The claim that Prof. Potter
made some blunders, if he did,
only meant that as human being
we are not perfect. Publicity in
this situation will get us no where,
for it is still beyond my comprehension what my learned friends
were seeking in publicizing their
opinions. One would have to conclude that these articles were written by men who are incompetent
to think for themselves, case in
point, th€ articles were unsigned.
Furthurmore, this proved how irresponsible and pusilanimous
these individuals were in writing
these articles. I hope that they
would not fail to sign their court
memos when they have a point to
make in a given case.
Examining these articles in detail, I found that these
individuals spoke to both the Dean and
Prof. Potter about what was termed their problems. But this was
apparently no satisfaction for the

so called exper~s. Yet, I failed to
find what else has been gained by
the publicity of their opinions.
Publishing of these articles with
unfounded opinions was a complete lack of basic intelligence. My
learned friends erred and strayed
from the normal practice of those
who are seeking a profession. This
kind of action I termed as wholly,
completely, apd unhesitatingly
preposterious, because human
comprehension was absent from
these articles.
I trust that my learned friends
would correct their errors, and try
to know something before they
attempt to criticize anything.
Thus it was very assinine to criticize the Professor when we are
trying to learn what we do not
know. Many of the questions
asked in class were attempts to
change the law. This was stupid . ,
because we first have to know the
law before we can attempt to
change it. In discussing a case, it is
not what you or I think, but
rather it is what the law says that
would apply to the case. We
should learn how to use the law
and the principle to
apply t~
the law in a given situation. Later
we can try to change the law in
the courts or more appropriately
before the legislature. This has
been and still is the problem in
prof. Potter's class and also a few
other classes. But Prof. Potter has
been singled out by my learned
friends as the scapegoat.
In preparing for a profession, it
is important that a professional
standard be employed in learning
of this nature. In this sense the
articles are destructive and valuel~ss, for the writers tend to ignore
learning and disrespect a fellow
lnuman being.
Prof. Potter is
teaching the way he ~nows is be_st
fo~ us, be~ause he IS learned m
this professwn, credit_ to him, and
I am happ_y about this. I_ am sure
~e would Ignore the advice given
m these articles concerning the
f' 1
.
.
ma exammatwns. Because he
need to draft his exams the way

*
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he thought best so that everyone propensity to always augment the
would have a fair chance.
same at any costs.
I would like my learned friends
to realize that our ways are not
D.A.D. Gossai (1st. year)
always best, nor right. Therefore,
we should have the ability to listen, to adapt to changes, and to
accept things that we cannot Implicit in your comments is the
change, "For while changes we idea that the "The Man In
must, w~o and what makes us Authority" is absolute,all-powerful
change is most important," this I and always right. Thi!': idea is open
believe. Hence, for us to attempt to question. Such sovereignty may
to change what we do not know be rooted in English Common
would be disasterous to society. Law and therefore is duly respectand individuals at large. Yet, I ed by us. We assert however, Mr.
must confess that my learned Gossai, that the total, blind adfriends are entitled to their herence to to sovereignty, pateropinions in ademocratic society. nalism, and authority is no longer
But to strenously insinuate same in vogue either here or in Great
with all pomposity is like the per- Br. Would you have us never quesson whose ignorance is precious in tion those in authority? That
his own sight and failed to realize seems dangerously close to mental
that it should not be made public. and emotional enslavement.
My learned friends did not fail to
take advantage of this. Thus the The Editors.
democratic process has been
abused in this situation.
Before I conclude I must mention that I am bothered about the
morals of many students, i.e. not
to say that I do not questio-n
myself in some instances about
the same thing. I was ashamed
many times listening to my fellow I don't know exactlyhow the rest
students. Flippant and arrogant of you students and faculty out
with a lot of foul and four letter there felt about last week.s curriwords floating around. Some- culum tempest but I felt drowned
times, I just have to get up and by the controversy. I understand
leave the tables when I am enjoy- that the faculty tabled many p·r oing a cup of coffee, or some other posals, and wisely so, because
thing. The ethics and morals can such changes should not be made
furthur be seen through the writ- until our community decides its
ings on the men's bathroom walls needs and goals and assesses its
and qoors, also the incident about accomplishments with an approProf. Meyers. Prof. Meyer, who is priate yardstick. Only after these
really a learned man with invalu- and perhaps other,
able experiences was ridiculed by are decided can we make
some nonentity who supposedly appropriate curricular adjustclaimed to be existing. TbP.l;e ments. I submit a few of my
things cause me to wonder. Won- random musings in hopes that
dering about how useful we would other students and faculty will do
be in our learning to help others, so as we First of all, I am not
and to build a better world for the persuaded by the argument that
generation of today and to- we should tinker with our curriemorrow. Another concern I have ulum to make it more like that of
is the attempt by many of us to another law schools', excellent
set the standard for the others or though that law school may be.
to be critical about someone ~ho Harvard requires its 2d-year law
is not up to our standard. "Let us students to take accounting.
remember friends that the truth Should we?Perhaps, if we foresee
a b ou t 1I-fe, are not in the things that most of our graduates will be
that yve see and experience each corporate lawyers on Wall Street
day. But rather m the th-ings that (which I doubt). Many other law
we do not see, and are striving for schools require Constitutional
daily, and the the best way to get Law to be taken in the first year.
ther is by living each day with the Should we? If Con Law should
Lord." As human beings our become a prerequisite to other
common concern is to be helpful course we may have to consider
to one another, that is why I am that question. The point is that
concerned.
we have to look at each question
Let us believe, hope, trust, and in terms of the rest of our curriepray that we would accomplish ulum as it is and what it will be.
that which we are set out to do in 1 When Valparaiso gives careful
a God given way. Furthur, that we thought to its own excellence, it
would not look for, nor lead comes up with good results. For
_others to believe that we are only instance, one of Valpo.s goals is
mterested in the dollar sign in our the development of its students'
profe~ion, but rather for the high legal writing abilities. The first
morality, dignity and integrity the se~ester of Legal Problems,
profession upholds. It would be pamful as it is, is h ~l!ll ry successful
preposterous and deleter' 0
t
in accomplishing this goal.
I us,
o
ourselves and others if we are to
Cont'd - Page 3
cherish the dollan sign wiih the
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Regrouping

after

To The Editor:
For the past two years we have
had the special opportunity and
privilege to participate as
P••-••••••••-•••lllr-representatives of Valparaiso University School of Law in the National Moot Court Competition.
Cont. from P.2
These two years included a great
deal of long hours and hard work,
A few notes in passing: Our
which, at many times, appeared to
student body is less homogeneous
be unproductive. However, in
than it has been in past years. We
retrospect, we must admit that
have vast differences in social and
our time was well spent on behalf
emotional development, in emoof the law school, and that we
tional maturity, in family respongained numerous benefits, many
s i b i 1i ties, and in financial reof which cannot be adequately
sources. I doubt whether any one
expressed in words.
particular curriculum will suit all
We feel it appropriate at this
of us. I'd hate to see Valparaiso
time to thank the many people in
become less tolerant and in effect
the law school community who
I am a prisoner at the Indiana
start mintin~ out only one type
supported
the two teams. In
State Prison and with the cooperaof graduate.
addition
we
join
the rest of the
tion of the education supervisor
University and the Valparaiso
we
have
started
some
courses
on
So far Valparaiso's excellence
community in extending our
as a law school has arisen from the law within the walls of the prison.
sincere
congratulations to our
opportunities it gives its students We hope to expand this in the
counterparts
who gained the
to develop their professional near future and to do this we need
additional privilege of representvolunteers
to
come
here
and
teach
skills. I applaud any effort to coning our school in the semi-finals in
tinue and expand these efforts. I'd specific subjects. The following is
Chicago. \\e wish them the best of
Jike to see us continue to make a list of some of the courses we
luck next year.
hope
to
conduct:
Civil
Law,
Condecisions about ourselves, in
Our thanks first of all extend to
curricular and other areas, in stitutional Law, Appellate Prothe
two faculty advisors who, in
terms of who we are and where cedure, Search and Seizure
numerous ways, took of their
Government,
Legal
Writing,
Legai
we are going.
valuable time in order to advise,
Research, Legal Analysis, CriminJewell Miller
cajple, support, and encourage us
ology, Penology, Eye-Witness
in our efforts. Professors Gramley
Identification, and Criminal Law
and.Nelson, we trust that you conand Procedure.
sider the time you have given us
well
spent, for we feel that it was
If any Professor or student is
invaluable.
interested in teaching any of these
Secondly, we thank the many
courses or any other law-related
faculty
members who sat as judges
subject please contact me at the
throught
the various practice oral
below address. These classes will
arguments
and noted, with
be held either during the day or at
approval and dis-approval ,
our
night, at your convenience. We
developmmt
or
lack
thereof.
hope to start some of them in
Finally, and most importantly,
I am writing to protest the
~anuary. Please send a list of textdoublestandard at this school for
books that may be needed if you
We Wish.._to. thank those students
the faculty and students in regard
wish to teach a course.
who encouraged us
to classroom attendance and class
in
various ways over the past two
scheduling .. Once again, on NoI believe I can speak for all
years. There was no more satisfyvember 29, our schedules were
prisoners here in saying your assising feeling than seeing the many
moved back one hour one hour to
tance in this project will be appreValparaiso students who came to
accomodate some guest speaker.
ciated and the knowledge we
the
Daley Civic Center in Chicago
Now before I go any further, I
obtain from these courses will be
to watch us compete and to prowant to make it perfectly clear your reward.
vide us with moral support. We
that I am not opposed to the idea
hope they were not disappointed.
of outside speakers.
A ssistance requested by:
Richard
Owen
Box
4110667
Also, the SBA's financial support
Last year, when we were' involvMichigan qity, Indiana 46360
was much appreciated. We feel
ed in the controversy surrounding
the required attendance in Evi- lii-.----~..;;;_;;;;.;;;_.;.;.;_;;~--.J their money was well-spent.
We congratulate Dierdre
dence, we were met with the arguBurgman,
Mike Kurtis, and Mike
ment that we, as students, had an
Meyer, who survived the rugged
classes to make up the lost time
obligation for a certain number of
competition of the first two
If I am expected to arrange m;
hours a week at certain times of
nights of arguments to advance to
conflicts around my class schedthe day. We should not schedule
the semi-final rounds. They were
ule, then I would expect the same
any jobs or other outside activities
only one of four out of a total of
to interfere with obligation. I'm
consideration from the faculty. I
28 teams which gained this honor.
not sure I agree with this proposirefuse to attend class on Saturday
New
York sure would have been
or in the evening because it means
tion, but for purposes of this
nice, but anyway, "wait 'til next
letter, I'll agree with the argugiving up work, which was not a
year" Dee and Mike.
lment. Why, then, does this arguconflict I scheduled in the first
The benefits to be gained by
ment not work both ways?
place. I am sorry, but I am not
participating
in the Moot Court
When I sign up for a semester
one of those people who devotes
competition are many. Some are
schedule of classes I am then able twenty-four hours of each day to
obvious, while most are personal.
to determine what: times I will
this school. It is difficult to go
The
personal benefits to be dehave free to spend with my wife
through a regular three year
rived
from participating are as diworking at my job. I am damn
schedLle of classes and not cut
verse as the personalities which
sick and tired of this school
yourseif off from the world enmake up the two teams. Not only
forcing me to choose between my
tirely without the problem
does
one have the opportunity to
classes and my other activities
being compounded by ~onstant
refine his writin!l and oral skills
schedule changes.
when I have taken the time t~
but also. he has the chance to be ~
schedule no conflicts. I did not
If the outside speakers wish to
part of a team, to work together
sign up for any lectures and I do
come to Valpo and are so popular
toward a common end. And,
not expect to be forced to choose anrl speaking on such a timely
when
it is over, whether a trip to
between doing nothing or a lecsubject then they should have no
New York is won or not, the
ture instead of the class I have
trouble drawing their crowd
experiences gained will be well
signed up for. By doing this, the rather than having the aid of thi~
worth
the efforts expended.
school is telling me that the activi- not-so-subtle coercion from the
Therefore,
we take this opporschool.
ties they have decided are worthtunity, after two years of particiwhile are more important than
pation, to encourage the first and
what I have decided to do with If the professors wish to attend
second year students to seriously
my free timas students are beyond
conferences or go away, it would
consider trying out for next year's
the point of having school deterbe nice if they did it on their own
Moot
Court teams. Those who
mine what we are to do with our
time instead of mine. I think its
make it are very seldom disspare time.
time for this nonsense to stop and
appointed. We certainly enjoyed
I also feel the same is true for
for the school to realize that being
it, and thanks again everyone who
those professors who miss class
a law student does not mean being
make it possible.
for reasons other than illness and
on call twenty -four hours a day,
Peter A. Hessler
then schedule evening or Saturday
seven days a week.
James F . Ralls
Bob Zentz
Keith A. Vanderburg

Finals

By Kathy Kubiak

Profs
&

Books

Needed

Rescheduling

at

Whim

"Actually, I was nothing if not
a mediocre law student. I studied
but was never marked fo~
brilliance. I justdid my workand
managed to get along" Could this
be the lamentation of a prosecutor in Kouts, or perhaps a
struggling young Valpo graduate
trying to develop a practice in
downtown Valparaiso:' No, sorry
guys.
This quote was given by none
less than the venerable Earl
Warrent, and this quote is no
doubt reassuring to the vast
hordes of the unwashed, so to
speak, 'the "average" law student.
Especially reassuring should this
quote be at a time which tries
men's souls and breaks men's
hearts, ad infinitum, the posting
of first semester grades.
As a diversionary tactic it
might be interesting to investi~ate
an interesting phenomenon, the
emergence of the three group
system in law school, the scholars.
the students, and the nebulous
law loners, at both pre-exam and
post-exam periods.
Group one, comprised no
doubt of good solid citizens, are
scholars, clearly no mistake about
that. Reams of notes, outlines,
secret formulas and ad nauseum
accompanies this students
wherever he may go, and is a clear
indication of the serious student.
This blessed body was never seemingly worried about exams per se,
but rather worried, en masse,
about who amongst them would
write the honor paper, and gather
all the dubious honors which
come to those who suffer and
sweat. (apologies for the altera-

PHONE

462-5600

tion of the cliche}. No modicum
of mediocrity about this bunch
these are the people from who~
future case books will undoubtedly spew.
The second major group seems
rather more prevalent and blatant
during pre-exam hysteria; these
are the mediate of the class. These
people are comfortable to be
around, their worries, in the prefinal hours, are nothing if not
tanglible. No illusions of glory, no
dreams of greatness, only the
hope that Civil Procedure can
indeed be learned in 48 hours or
that they will not get get belo:.V a
70 in every course. Worries of this
group, although serious to the uneducated ear, are often groundless, in light of Lhe fact that
Group 2 people have been relatively diligent throughout the semester. This group generally does
fairly well, although not blindingly brilliant, work.
Group 3 people, perhaps, defy
description. A more reserved lot
· cannot possibly exist.
Some of
these loners, (this term is not
meant negatively, only for pruposes of classification) turn out..to
be top students, others not but
they all manage to avoid the 'fears
inherent in getting mixed up in
the law school mystique.
After final grades are posted,
all three· groups retain their variances. Group l develops elitism.
(Rather, some members do). Elitism is characterized by various
degrees of pomposity, and can
easily be spotted in the classroom.
Look for a student with arms
folded across the chest, nodding
pontifically every time the professor states a fact, and you've
found a Group 1 scholar. Hopefully, this pompousity will soon
fade. This group is also resolute
about discussing grades, (comparable to the rich not wanting to
discuss the extent of their riches
so declasse, my dears).
'
Gro~p 2 people discuss grades
easily, with a kind of delight that
they've passed everything. This
group is not as grade motivated as
the group 1 scholar, grades are not
a mark of prestige, but rather a
reassurance that they know
(thank God) more than . they
thought they knew.
Group 3 people remain reserved, and don't say much about
grades. Some appear with increased frequency in class, and later in
the . day, in the library; others
simply develop deeper wrinkle
lines in their foreheads.
The first thing almost immediately apparent to a survivor of
the first semester, however, is that
it would indeed be difficult to
flunk out of the Valparaiso
School of Law. It seems that one
would have to indulge in gross
miscondl.;lct to achieve that end.
No matter what group any of us
fall in, we now know that although the exams were not easy,
neither were they impossibly
hard. Some of us will change our
study habits this semester, others
of us will continue to go about
our merry ways, playing backgammon, pinball, and partying
more than necessarry.
'The final point is that we all
survive. The administration could
not afford otherwise. ,
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PLAYING THE LAW SCHOOL
SLOT MACHINES
The new year seem to have
·tc-rted off with a touch of conpiracy, in the lounge, with ·the
victim ' names listed on scraps of
paper mounted on the front of
the vending machines.
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These people are depositors in
the Law School Savings Plan, also
known as little Las Vegas. '1'he
typical history of such an unwilling investor runs like this.
The poor soul decides he has
time to grab a drink of water in
between classes. Not wanting to
enter the holy of holies, the
faculty corridor, our friend heads
down to the lounge drinking fountain. There, a sign tells him, "This
fountain does work now, . but you
have to press hard." He does. He
hits the button, maybe kicks the
machine, then decides he'll seek
an alternative remedy.

WORK FOR THE FORUM
HELP!
The FORUM apologies for its
erratic publication. Between
broken machines, no machines,
new machines, and switching
offices the schedule has been a
me s. We hope to hav~ things back
in order by the end of this week.
In the meantime think about this:
This newspaper needs HELP! We
despara tely need more staff.
Please, anybody who can do layout work, we need you. Remember, THIS IS YOUR PAPER! Its
quality or lack thereof is directly
proportional to the input we get,
both in technical areas and in
writing. You don't have any right
to bitch about the paper is you're
sitting on your backside doing
nothing to help. If you have the
time- give it to us. For those of/
you only motivated by money- we
do pay layout workers; though we
hope some oJ you wm help out
for reasons other than mercenary
ones.

by Donn Wray
At this point, our thirsty student has become a victim. Deciding on a cup of coffee, he di~
covers he doesn't have enough
change. Over to the dollar
changer. Put in a dollar. Kiss the
major part of it good-bye for two
weeks, when perhaps the principle
of the loan will be paid off
(Forget about interest).
The conspiracy would probably
have gone unoticed, but for the
next step. In most cases, the entire dollar isn't lost- enough is
returned to buy a cup of coffee.
Hapless students, after offering
a few choice words at the dollar
changer, fills out a deposit slip, in
the form of a wrinkled paper
taped to the front of the machine.
He walks over to the coffee
machine, and socks his 15 cents in.
A cup drops down, things look up
again, and our victim pulls it outhalf-filled, and abandons it on the
drinking fountain. at least it's
good for something).
By the time the would-be imbiber fills out another deposit slip,
he just has time to run upstairs
and into class-late.
Although irritated, the gambler
knows that, unlike Las Vegas,
he'll get his money back. In the
meantime, the interest it earns is
probably going into the Forward
to the Ei!:rhties program.

.,. ........... .
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And what about Cardozo?
Granted, he was a good, even
great judge. As such, he receives
occasional mention in classes, particularly by Prof. Meyer, ~Vho
pays the jurist at least one backhanded compliment a week. However, suddenly, for no apparent
reason, there is a Cardozo display
in the case outside the library.
While the display is more tasteful than the two torn books that
preceded it, it seems a little off
that it appeared the day after the
letter appeared announcing that
Cardozo's nephew is coming to
show Valpo Law School the right
and true path to accreditation.
That may be excuse enough,
but four or five books open to
their title pages does little more
than stiffen bindings. Whoever
set-up the display never ~eard that
you can't cover a judge by a bookcover.
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OUT TO LDNc·

LEGAL
PROFESSIONALISM?
YOU 8~ llU: J~E ...
dlJW,E ~ ~ELF. ..

to lose, 50 % of all persons
involved are likely to be disillusioned --discontented--with the
legal process.
Discontent is one thing. Dislike
of a profession is something else.
Watergate seems to have shocked America's conscience regarding
attorneys. People seem to have
the view that attorrreys, knowing
the whereto fares of legal
gimmickry, are held ;. to a duty
higher than the layman. Lawyers,
in short, should not cheat, especially since their legal expertise
generally aids them in cheating,
ami further, in escaping detection,
or penalties.
The chief disillusionment with
attorrreys, however, does not lead
from monetary gains attorneys
can gain with their expertise
(Perhaps it is assumed such low
moral responsibility always has,
and always will exist, so apathy
instead of indignation. r~.
The disillusionment of most
persons regarding attorneys is one
one a conscientious attorney can
never overcome. Canon 7 of the
lawyer's Professional Ethics states,
in part, that an attorney must
zealously represent his client to
the full extent of the law. Chiefly
in criminal cases, people feel this
zealous representation violates an
attorney's moral duties to society.
The concensus among my survey
seems to be that the defense attorney who zealously defends , to
the full extent of the law, is a
traitor to the American judicial
system. If, through media
publicity, Mr. American public
has decided on a defendant's guilt,
the lawyer who defends him sinks
lower in the public eye than the
criminal himself. One is more
humane toward the accused criminal because his crime, as it
were, was the result of a 'criminal
mind' or whatever. The defending
attorney has no such defense. He
is an educated professional, and
should know better than to defend a criminal who everyone
'knows' is guilty.

By D. Tony Beach

Then again, my own grandparents
are deceased so maybe I could
recruit a few replacements. You
know, ones that would bake
cookies and play gin rummy,
though not at the same tine.

And for local news, this alky
At times, writing can be diffi- - while ringing up a large grocery
cult. Even a B.S. column. So I bill, purchased two bottles of
Remember drinking and writing
1
emulated. Do you hear me, wine (Almaden Grenache Rose,
doe sn t mix, unlec;s your pen
Thompson and Treadeau?Here I
highly recommended and Gallo
writes on wet paper. Spring break,
sit brokenhearted, tried to ... Run- Rhine Garten, excellent and cheap
where are ya?
ning low on my previously never- for large gatherings) at Costas
ending supply of Schweppes Grocery. This kid was c a r d e d . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tonic Water (contains quinnine!), Pooh on Costas. Along with that,
HH's savy to carry them to a
my normal busineesperson's G&T I was there on Senior Citizen• s
successful year.
had to be foresaken for a more Day so that I had to weave and
Rounding out the jurisprulocal
PBR. A Jackson's wave through all the little old
dential roundballers are the new
rumor has it that if you order people pushing carts in wheeldarkhorse entry, the Flying
Heineken1s, the blue-collars
will .Chairs and with walking canPs. Squirrels. Featuring the only playpour it in your gas tank. The
ing owner in Northwest Indiana,
maltous effects are overwhelming.
Diamond Jim Koenig, the Aerial
My workshirt1 s collar is becoming
Rodents will feature a lot of
dirty, yes, ring around the collar,
muscle underneath the boards in
and I'm not even sweating. Pabst
the persons of Scott 'Team'
Cont'd. from Page-6 Byerly and Jungle Jerry Kray. Ted
forever.
In composing OUT TO
'Who-U' Ummel will add someLUNCH, this writer tries to comoff material if they can overcome thing (but Coach Dave 'Wizard'
bine various seasonings of bull,
the lack of practice and blend Westendorp isn't sure what) to the
horse, and fullof to make the
their talents quickly.
offense while the profound and
column cook tastily. Admittedly,
The third Legal Squad to file prolifique 'Rambling' Reid Huey
the stove breaks down and a slow
with the V. U. I.M .. s are the in- will see a lot of action at guearsimmer must be accepted.
scrutable Hairy Hand, directed ·Rounding out 1the FS roster (and
Did you hear the one about the
this year by James 'Sleeper' totally unkown to this writer) are
first-year student bragging his high
Kraemer, and who, like their R.M. Brown, John 'lrgan' Pettinga
score was achieved in Criminal
coach may be a sleeper entry. •(? ? ? DHM): Greg 'Hot' Radder
Law -. a 68! For the first- year
Sleepy Jim will have a pair of tall and Ross Richer. Coach
student, the return after the climen to alternate in the pivot and W estendorp alleges that the
matic first-semester can be a
to use as a foundation for his Squirrels are the team to watch,
downer experience. Their fears
offense, in the persons of Ji~.
and he looks to build a winning
were not realized. Grading is not
'Kansas City Slim' Ralls, and John tradition around his philosophy
that tough. Is that all there is?Is
'Windex' Mayfield. What may that winning or losing doesn't
VU law school really that easy?
bother Coach Kraemer a bit is the count but rather how well you
Rather than wait for the third
fact that neither big man showed know Ezra Pound's first Canto.
year to bore us, is this an accelermuch scoring ability last year, al- (Which was not 'Drop Back
ated program?
though their intimidation factor Fifteen and Punt.')
The Property 2 kids are busy
should come in handy. On the . .- ...--~~~~~--•••••••
forming their t)rst opinions of
wings the furry Paws may feature
Professor H-A Nelson. It is this
several combinations. If the HH's
writer's opinion - that H-A is the
want to muscle their way a bit,
closest thing to a young hardPaul 'Bad Butch' Lauber and
working goal-aspiring attorney
Grizzly Bear Bob Stochel may get Cont'd. from Paqe-6
hat has had interface with the
the call, or Jim may play a bit.
le bes. To get on his good side
For a bit more speed (a lot more
Lhe Grams thinks
assuming he has one), I was told,
speed) and scoring expect to see that it would be sad for young
·ust mention so what and who
Pete Hessler and last year's leading people in the vigor of life to pass
ares within your recitation.
Hand scorer, Glenn 'Dr. V' Vician. the opportunity to participate in
Did you notice the TORCH arUnfortunately for the Fuzzy organized sports, especially since
ticle detailing the Student
Fingers, Dr. V. will hang up the such opportunities will become
Senate 1s denial of funds for a
tennies for a shingle in December, rare following graduation and a
$800 donation to defray the esand much of the Hand' s success source of fustration as it was for
timated $23,200 spent in serving
will depend on the ability of him.
VU students. In typical student
Hessler and the others picking up
So there it is, the baseball/
senate hidden-morality rhetoric, it
the slack. Out front, Jeff 'Curley' soft b a 11 career of Charles R.
was said that only 400 students
Holmstrom and Jim 'Spell-it-right' Gramley. •Somehow I have this
were using Planned Parenthood ~s
Roehrdanz will share duties with picture of some short grizzled
services. Presuming that meant
each other and Hessler, while coach hitting infield fungoes to
400 women, there are therefore at
John Garber will be available to young Grams saying, 'Let's see
least 400 men also availing themshoot technical fouls and spell what you do with this one. 'With
selves to Planned Parenthood for
other members of this rapidly warmest regards and best wishes
contraceptive benefits. For only
aging ballclub. Despite their lack for a successful semester at
$800 , 800 happy people aint bad.
of speed and youth, look for the Tennessee--DHM.

B·hall

The results of a survey conducted by the infamous Playboy
~ Magazine regarding American likes
~ and dislikes were released a short
~ time ago.
Amazingly, when asked to rank
~ the group of persons (ethnic,
racial, whatever) disliked and mistrusted most, the results were as
~ follows:
f1) Communists
2) Red Chinese Corrmunists
3) Homosexuals
4) Lawyers.
<
Yes, we did it! Ranking as number 4 as the nations most mistrusted and disliked group is no small
.. accomplishment. Even criminals,
eo seemingly, are more welcome in
our society than are hard-working
< attorneys at law.
It used to be that having a son
or daughter become an attorney
was every parents pride and joy. If
.. you couldn' handle the rigors of
..- medical school, or even the rigors
of pre-med (remember dissecting
c. fetal pigs) law was the respectable
• way out. Upon completion of law
school, you were seen as a respect..; ed member of society, not as
~ deified as a doctor, perhaps, but
"' still respected.
How to reconcile this tradi.- tional view of the legal profession
• with the survey result that an
• attorney is only slightly more
trusted than one of those
._ 'Communist subversives? Interest~ ing proposition. The answer came
~ from from a variety of persons,
some 'professional people,' some
... allegedly 'working class.' Lawyers
..- lack integrity.
When asked to explain their
The bottom line is this: The
opinions, my own survey inconcept of 'innocent until proven
.. dicated that almost everyone has
g4ilty' is expendable, so it would
• had a 'bad' experience with at torseem,
when it comes to the
~ neys. That's not too surprising
American lawyer.
since one doesn't generally seek
out an attorney unless one does • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
c: have a problem and should the
TYPING WANTED
case reach the court, chances are
EXPERIENCED
TYPIST
( both sides have a pretty fair arguEVENINGS OR WEEKENDS
ment with both believing they are
right.
CALL: LYDIA DELCOURT
~
Since both sides have a pretty
PHONE:
462-4625

'.

Groms

l good case and since one side has • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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There is in each of us, according to philosophers, the desire to
be a well rounded indi.;idual. For
some this completeness in being
can well be expressed in pu , suit of
the legal profession and --dare I
say it--athletics. Well, around the
halls of ye olde V. U. Law School
one particular such individual
seems to be Charlie Gramley . The
educational background is dulv
impressive, B.A. --Kent State-- '48.
LL.B-U. of Kentucky 190.L ,
LL.M--Georgetown--1955. The
interest--and the focal point of
this article lies in baseball career
of the property professor with the
infectious grin. Well, let's see what
the only living sportswriter in
Weseman does with this one.
The Groms started his playing
days in the old community
summer leagues which used to permeate the country. As a larl. CG
use to star for Marion Center, Pa.
(Pennsylvania Chuck?), a sprawling metropolis of 500. The mode
of transportation was usually a
dump truck, and uniforms and
cleats were rare. However, being
una ware that this was a deficiency, everybody had a good
time anyway.
Charlie R. finally got his uniform along about 1943, only it
was one belonging to the U.S .
Navy. Under 'player' assignment
rules of that league, the 18 yearold shortstop was picked up by
the 125th Naval Construction
Battalion (The Sea Bees), and
quite a 'draft choice' he was (although the actual means of entry
was enlistment). Playing shortstop
for the 125th Rebels, C.R. helped
his squad to the 1944 Central
Pacific Softball Championship.
The tourney games, played before
capacity crowds in Pearl Harbor,

Sports:

S·p orts
While traversing back and forth
through southern MN, CRG played against t he likes of Bill 'Moose'
Skowrorr(out of Purdue) and f ormer Cubbie 'Hi' Vandenberg. Unfortunately' the pitchers go t the
big money ($35-50 a game) while
t he rest of the squad divided wha t
was left . Once again, a good time
was had by the Valpo bound lawyer-to-be, and he says it was the
best level of competition he ever
played in.
Thus, the point has been reached where we must lay a wellenjoyed rumor to rest. Charles
Gramley never played for the
Pit tsburg Pirates or their organizati on. The appropriate response is
'so what?' He had a good time
playing a game which a lot of us
love, and that is where the bottom
line o f athletic compet ition
should be.
Today Prof. Gromley still plays
a little softball, including third
base for last year's faculty squad
which finished second in the law
school tournament. He feels that
there is a place in law school for
athletics, since the typical student

BASkET BALL
Well fans, the wind has switched to come out o f the Nor t h
bringing t herewith evidence
Gary, winter, and the fact that it is
once again time for the pursuit of
the hard-court madness, known
also as Hoosier Hysteria. Therefore it is once again time for the
Fabulous Forum to provide you
with its 1977-7 8 Basketball Preview .
Heading the list of Lawyer
Round-Bailers are the_ you guessed it - Battling Bard under the
tutelage of the Wizard of Weseman , Jay Lauer. BARD, coming
back from a most impressive 12 _1
will feature a deeper bench and
the same towering front line that
would make a lot of college
squads envious,. Out front the
counselors o f the court will start
Greg 'The Great' Babcock and
Mike Cook, neither of whom is
afraid to put the ball in the air.
Backing the aging Cook will be
former Hung Jury star James
'Bumper' Hostetler and' Coach
Lauer. (The fourth guard spot is a
little shaky-DHM) Under the
h~op, . should Jay aecide to go
With hts BIG line-up will be Geof
'I want more money' Wiggins
Steve 'Too Tall' Tuuk, and Bi~
Mike 'Pet' Petkovich. Since these
clowns average about 6 foot 7
inches and 235 pounds, 1 think I'll
say mostly nice things about
Should J.L. decide to go
a bit more speed, he can
msert Leapin' Eddy Dierson in a
forward spot and give one of the
big men a breather. Additionally,
Dan 'The Big O' Ostojic will be
available to fill in at the power
forward slot when needed.
Coach Lauer feels that he is
approaching a banner year in
which BARD will focus on
stronger defensive basketball to go
w _ith a proven offense. The BARD
also look to be improved in the
back-up guard and forward slots
with Hostetler and Dierson and
Ostojic. Lauer's squad will compete in the Fraternity League to
gain a competitive edge as t~ey

featured five straight wins by the
'Rebs.' In the opener, if we may
quote the 125th 'Yearbook'
'Gramley with three singles and
Carlevato with a homer and a
single were the hitting stars . .' The
Property Prof-To-BE: also starred
(We assume Groms is also disinclined to talk about himself-DHM) for the Battalion runnerup B-Company, and played
(first semester students being the
basketball for the Battalion Five
exception) is not goirrg to study
who also won the Central Pacifi~
all the time. He will therefore
Title.
pursue something else in his spareHaving made his contribution
time and sports is better than beer
to the war effort, young Groms,
or nothing at all. He sees sports as
now a ripe old 20 (with hair)
contributing to the community
returned to theMidwest and with
feeling which is unique to V. U.
a lot of other veterans began his
and sets it apart form the city
higher education at Kent State.
schools which lack the cohesion
Playing a snappy second base the
found here. While he would be
Groms captained the KSU i~
opposed to sports being an all
1948 against such opposition as
consuming passion or interfering
Ohio U., the Quantico Marines
with . studies,
and Akron University. While h~
was doing this he also hit a snappy
continued on page 5
.345 for 14-8 squad and was selected team MVP.
During the previous summer
Gromely had played with Wasec~ r~~----;:--~~-------.J
of the S. Minnesota League, a
With football over,- things are a
group of six or seven cities which little slow in tlle Law School
added a couple of college stars to sports world, guess I should open
some local talent. Prof. Gromley
the books. - .Congrats to Pepper
was a ringer? Not really' just the
Goad, Law School Tennis Tourrules of the League.)
ney champ who copped the I.M.
singles title for BARD . . . . Will
any Law School squad name
themselves the 55%ers:? .. Ladies
of the Law School, consider yourselves chastised, forfeiting two
volleyball games in a row when
the Forum was due-- like two
only five women are needed to
by Dave Myers
weeks later-- the event had a) been
play is a little silly. Condolences
Well, folks, we had best begin forgotten by yours truly, and b)
to Coarch Terbush. Hope you can
by wiping the egg of the face and gotten tb be old news. Anyway,
get the act together. And while
extending our sincerest apologies congrats and apologies again to
The deciding match of the
we're on the subject, you first
to the l.M. Cross Country Cham- George Liva1chik, Art Boos, Steve
'Shall Go Nameless Henceforth'
year men aren't impressing anypions. BARD. The distance jocks Tuuk, Dr. Henry Faulkensteiner,
Racquetball Tournament-Winners
body either. Only one first year
once again copped the C.C. Crown and Rick Huff, who were the
Bracket resulted, as expected, in
basketball squad. Either we have
by a 46-59 margin over their near- point winners for the squad.
another victory for King 'R-ball,'
some very dedicated law students
est contender. Unfortunately, the Kudos 10 ali the law students who
Dan Wehrenberg, who whipped
and I expect to see some super
race was run on October 12 and ran, anri ITRY a moose step on
veteran Kent Schnack, 21-12,
grades, or there are a lot of nonby the time the next editi~n of Charlie Covey for not finishing.
13-21, 21-14. However, the
social (note-That is NOT the same
victory did not give Dan the title
as anti-social) people. Although
as under Ken Anderson's ultr~
TRAIL INN
Phone 462-1482
you probably don't believe at this
complicated playback system, he
stage of the game, the ninety
Keg Beer--Wine
must still defeat the winner of the
minutes a week are not going to
Liquor
loser's bracket to gain the overall
make
or
break
your
law
school
1802 E. Linco1nwa~'
crown. (I didn't set it up, I just
career, and the exercise will do
report it.) In that bracket Booyou good. (Some of us more than
Boo Walden must play' Lou
others).
Fisher, with the winner playing
Congrats to the Valparaiso
the tourney's founding father.
Nolo Contenderes of the local
That winner will then play
ABA Young Lawyers Divisions.
Schnack, and thai winner (Gasp)
Made up of young attorneys pracwill get the _chanceto play
ticing in this cornnunity, incluWehrenberg. There just must be
ding VU grads Ron Kuker, Dave
an easier way!
Hollenbeck, Mr. Cheslek and Mr.
Hoehner, the Nolos copped the
state Young Lawyers Division RESUME WRITING and TYPING
Softball Tourney held earler this Professional & Confidental
year. Rumor (started here) is that
OPEN
24
HOURS
EVERYDAY
SANDRA STEPLER- HAJTOVI~
they might be worthy opponents
BREAKFAST
ANYTIME
LITERARY SERVICES
for a Law Day Doubleheader on
Friday
afternoon
following
the
627 West U. S. 30
2502 N.CALUMET,VALPARAISO
luncheon. How about it Hunt?
PHONE: 464-4661
Valparaiso, lndiania 46383
Anyway-thanks for your time this
759-3709
time til next tine. DHM. ,

Sport Shorts

point t oward the play-offs. (They
also probably make a few
enemies, but such is life. Therefor e , if BARD can keep t heir cool,
and Cook can keep his shots in
the gym, the BARD could well
become the fourth Law School
Champ this year. (Another Myers
fearless forecast.)
Running second in the legal en-

oi will

t~em.
~Ith

Racquetball

Tourney

I•Q.-:01\S'

,

,
'
'-

tries are the Hung Jury , the defending Brown league champs •
have, however, decided not to rest ,
on their laurels and have made a
lot of changes- like keeping their ,.
rummies and gra duating their 'stars. Heading the list of HJ re·
turnee's are Dave 'Garbageman ·
Geisler who has a unique knad '
for getting his hands on th 1 r
missed shot of his comrads
Geisler will undoubtedly start a
one forward slot_ Another Jur •
returnee will be Gale 'T.A: ,
Garriott, all around ball-player, IE 1
gal educator and hustler (take i
for what its worth-DHM) As
swing man (or swinger) T.A.wi:
see a lot of action. To bring th
Jurists up to par · Coach Tedd' •
'Too Too Short' Oyler has dippe; ,
into the free agent draft and com•
up with a couple of stars from th ~
now defunct young, dull, Nol( ,._
Contenderes. Heading the list an< 1
filling in the pivot will be Big
BAAAD Bruce Van Heukelem 01 •
the Blond Bomber. Out front for mer N.C. sparkplug
JoE
Jaskowiak will handle play·
making duties, possibly with the •
club's enforcer, Mike Handlon.
allegedly a mild mannered gentle: '"
man. In the power forward spot i~ ~"'
Kenny Anderson, another ex·
N.C., will not be hesitant to fire ·
up and fall back, but if he forgets ~
what a pass is, free agent and ~
former V. U. near star, Steve •
'Robby Redford' Sproul will be
available. Spelling Handlon, and ..
J.J.J_ will be the veteran former •
BARD, Mike Pianowski and that
brings us to the last remnants of
the Hung J's, that daring duo of •
stumble-bums, those send-em in
when we're up by 20 with a
minute to play guys, crafty Chris
(You already know about his hair- •
line) Hunt and Dave 'The Rave' •
Myers, a sports writer of some
note who boasts the dirtiest pair
of sweat-soxs ever to come out of •
the boonies of southern Illinois. ,
The Jury will compete in the Crusader League and look to be play- '

Jumpin~

?

•

National
Bank

The East Lincolnway Office (near
Campus) remains open each day,
except Saturday, until 5:00p.m.
for the convenience of Valparaiso
University students. On Satur9ay
the office is open until 12 o'clock
noon.
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UQUORSOORE
1401 E. Lincolnway
462-13819

